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Don’t put it in writing? 

 When lawyers send emails or texts or make telephone calls which they regard as 

entirely private, they may nevertheless be at risk of breaching the SRA Code of 

conduct.  

 

 Cou sel fo  the “‘A has e e tl  a gued that the Code e te ds to soli ito s  thoughts 
as well as to their actions. 

 

 The a iguit  of the o d p i ate  auses diffi ulties i  this a ea. 

 

A recent decision of the Solicitors Disciplinary Tribunal has provided a useful reminder to 

solicitors of the need to exercise caution whenever they send an email, even if they believe 

they are engaged in private correspondence. The same decision also considered the 

relationship between Principles and Outcomes in the SRA Code of Conduct 2011 the 
Code  and raised what some may consider to be the rather menacing and Orwellian 

prospect of the SRA pursuing soli ito s fo  thought crime . 

Case No. 11380-2015, Solicitors Regulation Authority v Brough, Chaudhary and Story, 

concerned three former partners of London firm, OH Parsons and Partners. Over a period of 

around 12 months in 2010 and 2011, while they were still at the firm, they had exchanged a 

series of e ails hi h o tai ed i app op iate a d offe si e  o e ts. The precise 

contents of the emails were not disclosed but they included a usi e, dispa agi g a d 
i sulti g o e ts a out olleagues , contained sexual and racial references  and included 

o e ts a out a olleague s se ual o ie tatio .  

All three of the Respondents acknowledged that the messages, which they themselves 

described as infantile , puerile  and crass , were offensive and unacceptable.  They each 

indicated their regret that they had been sent; but at the same time, all three maintained 

that the messages were private correspondence, intended to be read only by the recipients.  

It was argued that this was highly relevant to whether or not there had been a breach of 

Principle 9 of the Code. 

Principle 9 states that [as a solicitor]: You must run your business or carry out your role in 

the usi ess i  a a  that e ou ages e ualit  of oppo tu it  a d espe t fo  di e sit ;  It is 

linked to Chapter 2 of the Code which lists six mandatory Outcomes, which solicitors must 

achieve.  

Counsel for the SRA made submissions, to the following effect:  

 Firstly, that e ause the P i iples ope ate at a highe  le el of ge e alit , it is not 

necessary to show a failure to achieve an Outcome in order to demonstrate breach 

of a Principle.  



 Secondly, that Principle 9 e a ed p i ate o u i atio s hi h failed to 
encourage respect for diversity,  even if there was no evidence of any accompanying 

discriminatory conduct.   

 Thirdly, that Principle 9 would cover private conversations and potentially private 

thoughts.  

 Fou thl , that e ails se t usi g a fi s e ail s ste  ust e essa il  ha e ee  
se t hile a i g out a ole i  [a] usi ess . 

Analysis of the submissions 

The first point made by the SRA should have been uncontroversial. The Code states explicitly 

that The out o es o tai ed i  ea h hapte  a e ot a  e hausti e list of the appli atio  
of all the Principles.  It clearly cannot be necessary to show a failure to achieve an Outcome 

in order to demonstrate breach of a Principle. 

The correctness of the “‘A s se o d su issio  hi ges o  the se se i  hi h the te  
p i ate  is used (see further below).  If the p i ate  communication was in the course of 

business, it is submitted that it must be correct that there is no need for any accompanying 

conduct. 

The third submission is a development which may concern many solicitors. Counsel for the 

Respo de ts a ed of a steep a d slippe  slope i ol i g the poli i g  the “‘A of 
p i ate thoughts a d a tio s .  The i p a ti alit  of poli i g people s thoughts may mean 

that, at least for the time being, this is largely a theoretical point, nevertheless it seems 

likely that many solicitors would be shocked by the possibility that they could be disciplined 

for something which they are only thinking about. 

Considered superficially, the relevant wording of the Principle – You ust u  ou  usi ess 
o  a  out ou  ole i  the usi ess  suggests that it is ta geted at a tio s athe  e e  
thoughts. One can see, however, that it could easily be argued that a perso s thi ki g is 
part of how they run a business and how they carry out their role in it.  The wording of the 

Principle is clearly open to different interpretations. A a o  pu posi e approach would 

presumably lead to thoughts being excluded from its scope. If, however, the purpose of the 

Principle was to change attitudes just as much as it was to change behaviour, then 

inappropriate thoughts could be deemed to be covered.  

It might also concern solicitors if it were held - as per the 4th submission - that any 

communication usi g the fi s e ail system (and presumably therefore also the fi s 
telephone system) were dee ed auto ati all  to ha e ee  se t hile a i g out a ole 
i  the usi ess.  This would be a sweeping and potentially draconian rule. The Tribunal did 

not accept that it applied.  

 



 

The Tribunal’s decision  

The Tribunal decided that it ould ot e su e that these ‘espo de ts had ea hed 
P i iple 9 a d the allegatio  as ot p o ed.   While the Tribunal may have reached the 

correct decision, the reasons it gave, certainly if analysed purely on a linguistic level, do not 

stand up to scrutiny.  

The Tribunal stated that it accepted that the emails were intended to be private in nature . 

(The distinction, if there is one, between what is private and what is p i ate in atu e  was 

left unstated.  It the  stated its elu ta e to e te d the s ope of P i iple 9  to the e te t 
that any misplaced private comments (let alone private thoughts) were sufficient to prove a 

breach, unless there was some external or public conduct which demonstrated a failure to 

e ou age di e sit  a d e ualit .  

This is confused. Principle 9 does not refer to privacy. It refers to running a business and to 

business conduct. Counsel for the SRA had accepted that the emails were private  emails 

but argued that because they were exchanged between Managers of the Firm, the partners, 

when sending them, were carrying out their role in the business and fell within the scope of 

the Principle. In other words, the fact that a communication was private  did not prevent it 

ei g a ied out as pa t of so eo e s ole i  the usi ess.  

The difficulty here stems from the ambiguity of the word private. The OED gives several 

definitions, of which two are particularly relevant here. The first - (Of a conversation, 

activity, or gathering) involving only a particular person or group, and often dealing with 

matters that are not to be disclosed to others seems to be clearly applicable to the emails 

which were sent. It may be that this is what the Tribunal meant when it referred to the 

emails as being private i  atu e  

The second dictionary definition: Not connected with one’s work or official position is 

however the only meaning which is relevant for the purposes of the application of Principle 

9. If the e ails e e p i ate i  this se se, a d ot o e ted ith  the pa t e s  o k, the  
it is difficult to see how Principle 9 could possibly apply.  Counsel for the Respondents was 

surely correct to argue that the Principle had been carefully drafted to cover business 

elated a ti ities a d ot to i pose a idel  defi ed o ligatio  ge e all  o  the o du t of 
[all those] o  the ‘oll .     

Was Counsel for the Respondents also correct to argue that there must be some 

a ifestatio  o  o du t , e o d a  p i ate  comments that showed some failure to do 

as the Principle requires, i.e. e ou age e ualit  of oppo tu it  a d espe t fo  di e sit ? 

The Tribunal, albeit not wholeheartedly, seemed to accept this proposition when it stated 

that it  was reluctant  to e te d the s ope  of the P i iple to the extent that any misplaced 



private comments were sufficient to prove a breach, unless there was some external or 

public conduct which demonstrated a failu e to e ou age di e sit  a d e ualit .   

Again, this approach makes little sense.  If, when the Tribunal refers to private  comments, 

it is usi g p i ate  in the second sense given above, then the comments do not fall within 

the scope of the Principle and there has been no breach. If, on the other hand, the Tribunal 

is using private  in the first of the two senses given above, the question it should then ask 

itself is whether or not the comments were made by people while they were running their 

business or while they were carrying out their role in the business. If the answer to that 

uestio  is Yes   the e is o e ui e e t fo  a  e te al o  pu li  o du t ; sending the 

emails is, of itself, conduct which constitutes a breach of the Principle.   

It would no doubt be unwise to attach too much importance to a single SDT decision. This 

case is however a useful reminder to solicitors to be aware that the professional standards, 

to which they are expected to adhere, may apply in a wider range of situations than is 

commonly realised. While the prosecution of lawyers for thought crimes may still be some 

way off, the prospect of inappropriate thoughts being policed raises interesting and difficult 

ethical questions. The precise meaning of the word private in this particular context is 

important. It would be helpful if both counsel and judges could be careful to make their 

intended meaning clear. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


